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GOD AND THE GEESE
A story for Christmas

LEON MENZIES

T

here was once a man who didn’t believe
in God, and he didn’t hesitate to let others
know about how he felt about religion and
religious holidays. His wife, however, did
believe, and she raised their children to also have
faith in God and Jesus, despite his disparaging
comments.
One snowy eve, his wife was taking their children to a
service in the farming community in which they lived. They
were to talk about the birth of Jesus. She asked him to
come, but he refused. “That story is nonsense!” he said.
“Why would God lower Himself to come to earth as man?
That’s ridiculous!” So she and the children left, and he
stayed at home.
A while later the winds grew stronger and the snow
turned into a blizzard. As the man looked out the window,
all he saw was a blinding snow storm. He sat down to
relax before the fire for the evening. Then he heard a loud
thump. Something had hit the window. He looked out, but
couldn’t see more than a few feet before his eyes.

When the snow let up a little, he ventured outside to see
what could have been beating on his window. In the field
near his house he saw a flock of wild geese. Apparently
they had been flying south for the winter when they got
caught in the snow storm and couldn’t go on. They were
lost and stranded on his farm, with no food or shelter.
They just flapped their wings and flew around the field in
low circles, blindly and aimlessly. It seemed a couple of
them had flown into his window.
The man felt sorry for the geese and wanted to help
them. He thought the barn would be a great place for
them to stay. It’s warm and safe; surely they could spend
the night there and wait out the storm. So he walked over
to the barn and opened wide the doors, then watched
and waited, hoping they would notice the open barn and
fly in.
But the geese just continued to flutter around aimlessly
and seemed not to notice the barn or to realise what it
could mean to them. The man tried to get their attention,
but that just seemed to scare them, and they moved fur-

An elite run or stroll in the park
By Lesley Beerlie

On Sunday 7th September for the 5th year running I took
part in the Women’s 5K Challenge in Hyde Park together
with fellow members of the Catholic Women’s League
and their children.
This year, unlike, the previous four, the weather looked
dismal and I was dreading it but once we all arrived
without any rain, the fantastic atmosphere in the park
reminded me why I was there.
About 15,000 women take part, of all ages and abili4

ties. Leading the pack are the world class athletes who
complete the course in about 15 minutes, then the fun
runners all aiming to beat their personal best and close
behind the walkers like us, some with pushchairs who
complete it in about 60 minutes.
One of the most wonderful things about the day is the
unbelievable number of charities that are supported,
ranging from the well known such as Cancer Research to
others we have never heard of.
Some participants have a picture of a lost loved one
on their tee shirt, a marvellous tribute and a very positive
thing to do. Millions of pounds are raised for the various
charities.
Frequently nowadays we hear on the news of girl gangs
fighting and being drunk on the streets. The efforts of so
many young girls on this walk is completely alien to that
behaviour but they do not make the news.

ther away. He went into the house and came back with
some bread, broke it up, and made a bread crumb trail
leading to the barn. They still didn’t catch on.
Now he was getting frustrated. He got behind them and
tried to shoo them into the barn, but they only got more
scared and scattered in every direction except toward the
barn. Nothing he did could get them to go into the barn
where they would be warm and safe. “Why don’t they follow me?” he exclaimed. “Can’t they see this is the only
place where they can survive the storm?”
He thought for a moment and concluded they just
would not follow a human. “If only I were a goose, then I
could save them,” he said out loud. Then he had an idea.
He went into the barn, got one of his own geese, and carried it in his arms as he circled around behind the flock
of wild geese.
He then released it. His goose flew through the flock
and straight into the barn. One by one, the other geese
followed it to safety. He stood silently for a moment as the
words he had spoken a few minutes earlier replayed in his
mind: “If only I was a goose, then I could save them!” Then
he thought about what he had said to his wife earlier.
“Why would God want to be like us? That’s ridiculous!”
Suddenly it all made sense. That is what God had done.
We were like the geese – blind, lost, perishing. God had
His Son become like us so He could show us the way and
save us.
As the winds and blinding snow died down, his soul
became quiet and pondered this wonderful thought.
Suddenly he understood why Christ had come. Years of
doubt and disbelief fell away with the passing storm. He
fell to his knees in the snow and prayed his first prayer:
Thank you, God, for coming in human form to get me out
of the storm!”
As in previous years our chosen charity is Childcare
– Brentwood Catholic Children’s Society and thanks to
your generosity the Bucket Collection after the masses
raised £660 which together with our personal sponsorship bought the total to £716. In addition £5 of the entry
fee for each participant is given to the charity of choice.
Brentwood Catholic Children’s Society provides for
children from the whole of the diocese of Brentwood and
they do not have to be Catholic. Referrals often come
from schools and help can be given for numerous issues
including bereavement, poverty, neglect due to alcohol
or drug abuse, mental problems and abuse. The charity
relies entirely on donations and, therefore, our support is
vital. Next year will be the 25th anniversary and many
events are planned. For more information please refer to
the charity website www.childcareuk.org
If you would like to make the Brentwood Catholic
Children’s Society the beneficiary of your special Christmas
gift to the needy please send funds to the CWL treasurer ;
Mrs Eileen Beerli
31 Henrys Avenue
Woodford Green Essex IG8 9RB.
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

It is pleasing to report that 420 copies
of the last issue of In Touch were all
sold within two weeks. Perhaps it was
due to the aggressive salesmanship of
a few devotees selling the magazine at
functions in the Becket Centre; an activity that I will encourage in the future.
The past quarter has been, perhaps, the most eventful quarter, not just in living memory, but in the history of
the world since never before has the entire world been
instantly affected by the same events.
I was in the Middle East during the second week of
September watching on CNN, with a group of Muslims,
the Global financial melt down; according to them the
West’s reward for avarice, secularisation and godliness.
They cheered the downturn in global markets seeing it
as an inevitable consequence of a way of life that radical
Islam claims to oppose. I could not agree with the views
of radical Islam, and my interlocutors were certainly not
radical, but I did agree with their reasons for the downfall
and also with the two most senior bishops in the Church
of England, Canterbury and York, who also blamed the
crisis on greed and ungodliness. It was this experience
that led me to write the article on page 26
The separation of church and state and the secularisation of society have nowhere been more closely
guarded than in France where, ever since the storming
of the Bastille, Laïcité has been something of a sacred
cow. However, in recent talks between Pope Benedict
XVI and Nicolas Sarkozy the question is being asked:
To what extent the church should influence the government of the day without actually ruling the country? No
such question is being asked in the UK which leads one
to wonder whether Ruth Kelly, an Opus Dei member,
resigned on account of the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Bill?
No event in the past quarter can be as momentous
as the election of the first black president of the United
States. This is a watershed in social cohesion, equal
opportunity in the US and around the world. But it is
not a day for rejoicing in the pro-life movement; Barack
Obama supports abortion, the right to choose, euthanasia and gay marriages to mention only a few of the prolife campaigner’s concerns. True, he may be less willing
to go to war than George Bush or John McCain, he may
have a better concept of the economic needs of the US
and the world but no president has ever taken office
with greater public expectations. He has an enormous
challenge before him in this crisis situation if he is to live
up to expectations.
I abhor party politics but when all is said and done
I am proud that our British, Labour, Prime Minister,
Gordon Brown, so maligned in other areas, is the one
statesman who has led the world and shown the way
out of the global crisis. It won’t make me vote Labour but
maybe if the only consideration was ability and tenacity,
Gordon Brown would get my vote.
A Happy and Blessed Christmas to all our readers.
LEON MENZIES Editor
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Sunday Eucharist in the Central
Republic of Africa
By Kit Tranmer

I

n July of this year I started a
six month post in the Central
African Republic (CAR) working as a Doctor with Medecins
Sans Frontieres(MSF) in its northern province of Vakaga.
Probably like I was you are asking
where CAR is, as many of us know so
little about it?
We are just south of Chad and the
Sudan and north of the Congo River.
The country is the size of France (a
little bigger), sparsely populated and
very, very poor. In a list of countries
with decreasing wealth it comes 74th
in the list of 76 with only Afghanistan
and Iraq being lower. The capital is
Bangui and boasts a large Cathedral
built a few years ago for the coronation
of the then president.
There has been, in recent years, a
lot of civil unrest and fighting. Many
of the population have fled to safety
and are living in the brush. There is
considerable lawlessness and ban-

6

ditry especially on the routes between
towns making travelling very unsafe.
The work is split between two sites
and my first experience was in Birao,
a mainly Muslim town, not far from the
Sudanese border.
On my first Sunday, after hot bread
and honey for breakfast; (a luxury, the
day’s best and possibly the only good
food of the day) I went to the clinic to
check everything was running satisfactorily.
Having been encouraged to take
the MSF bike (and a radio for emergencies) I clambered aboard with considerable doubts. The front tyre was
very soft, the bike looked unsafe and
the brakes- well! The right (front) brake
hung loose and the left (rear) brake
made a noise but had no effect on
the speed of the bike. The bike did,
though, have two excellent mirrors,
one on either side, although this benefit was rather lost as both hung loosely
down rattling as one moved and, there

is no traffic on the road in any case,
who needs to see behind?
I managed to get out of the
gate without mishap - the guard sensing impending disaster opened both
the double gates wide to avoid him
being accused of anything. Then I
careered downhill to the clinic. As
usual the route was full of children giving cries; whether of encouragement
or mocking I could not be sure. One
foolhardy lad decided to take his life in
his hands and tried to do a “High Five”
with me as I passed but I dared not
take my hands off the handlebars and
on this sort of road (more later) the
bike was as prone to sudden uncontrollable movements. At one point he
was practically under the front wheel!
Eventually I arrived at the clinic. The
guards had been forewarned by radio
from base and both gates were wide
open. People were waiting both sides
to take the bike and park it (a bit like
arriving at the Savoy in a Rolls) and/or

catch me as I fell off.
I left about half an hour later and
cycled down Birao’s main road to the
Church. The road was about the width
of any secondary road in the UK but
was just like cycling on a beach with
the sand underneath, sometimes
firm, sometimes very soft, slowing one
suddenly and making control hard. On
either side and often in the middle
were big pools of water (for this was in
the “Rainy Season”) which one has to
avoid otherwise one not only comes off
the bike but also get very wet.
There was lots of encouragement
along the way from adults, mainly
ladies working in the fields or walking carrying impossible loads on their
heads, members of the clinic (Bonjour
mon Docteur!!) and of course the children who were very happy with the
unusual sight of a white man cycling!!
By the way I am called anything
- Papa / Vieux
Monsieur/
Mon Docteur
etc etc but
always respectfully.
There was also
the odd hurdle of
a horse and cart
(very rare here)
or a donkey on
its own lying on its
back in the middle
of the road having
a good roll in the
sand and mud.

side were about 18 narrow 8 inch
slits in the walls which, in happier
times, were windows with some alternating yellow/green glass. The wall
on one side had clearly been struck
by some incoming explosive leaving a
large hole and blasting the glass from
adjacent windows. Doors were present either side, front and back and
after doing a tour round the outside I
parked the bike where I could just see
the front wheel through the rear door.
Once inside I looked around. The
inside of the church was largely bare.
The roof was of corrugated iron with
many “ventilation” holes. It was held
up by termite infested timber of doubt-

The poverty here is severe but everyone
was in their Sunday best and the service
was of such simplicity, so musical and
enthusiastic that whilst enjoyable it was also
very, very humbling.

A new church for them will cost
about £10,000 which will take years to
collect. Despite this the people here have a
spontaneity and joy that perhaps
we have lost.
The Church was about 15 minutes
bicycle ride away towards the edge of
this town/village, a large white crenulated building set about 100 metres
from the road. It looked dilapidated
even from a distance with old discoloured white paint and evidence
of decay in its structure. On either
IN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 4

The altar was a violent tangerine colour, old and well aged. This
extended to the two pillars on either
side. There were a couple of faded
religious pictures in the altar area
and one statue on the right which
could have represented anyone. On
the left was a blackboard for the
names of the readers and on the
right another labelled “Chants” with
entries beneath for Kyrie and Sanctus
etc. Both were old and obviously not
used. Odd decorations, perhaps left
over from Christmas, hung sadly from
the walls. There were various areas
where masonry had been lost, almost
certainly due to incoming explosives.

ful strength and I made sure I was well
back in case of emergency evacuation. Only later I realised I was positioned under the only part of the roof
that was totally unsupported as the
timber above me had disappeared
completely. What remained was held
up by a few nails.

Overhead there
were a couple of
small strip lights
with some wiring
going to them. The
odd wire hung
down the walls
and it was very
reminiscent of a
very old French
hotel making
one feel inclined
to tolerate darkness forever rather than go anywhere near a switch for
fear of one’s life.
The best part of the church was the
benches; long wide rows of polished
stone. I just plonked myself down
but as people came in they carefully
cleaned their chosen area with either
a cloth they had brought (later to be
used for wiping sweat off their brow)
or a tissue.
I then realised I had made a cardinal error. Having been told mass
would start at 8.00 am and last an
hour I arrived at about 10 minutes to 8
to find it practically deserted. This after
all is AFRICA!
7

Some children were playing at the
back with a couple of old drums and
I, within seconds, became the centre
of attention with excited cries and the
touching of my very white skin. By
8.00 am an odd person wandered
in and by 8.20 quite a few (about
20) men women and children had
assembled. My problem with the children, who by now were becoming
boisterous, was quickly sorted when
one man said something curt from the
front whereupon they all went without
another word to the front bench and
not another peep was heard till the
end of mass.
Gradually people drifted in until
by about 8.30 there were about 60
people. By chance I had chosen well
as most men seemed to be on the
right with women and children on the
left. The average age in CAR is 18yrs

(and life expectancy 40) so there are
lots of children 0-8yrs then a gap and
then women about 18yrs with babies
then an odd few “ of les vieux” about
40+ yrs. All were done up in their
“Sunday” best with the women wearing
multicoloured tops and headscarves.
There was no noise at all from the babies and children at what was called
mass but was in fact a Eucharistic
service. Two or three year olds just sit
quietly (no toys or playing). From time
to time a baby gave the odd squawk
and immediately was taken outside.
The choir started. Initially just 8-10
men and women singing alone at the
front, the “organ” being the pair of
old drums I saw when I first arrived.
Suddenly the church was magically
transformed - full of sound and the
rhythm of the drums. The singing was
fantastic, a beautiful mix of women’s

and children’s voices with counterpoint
by the men and lots of harmonising, a
moving powerful sound - completely
natural and inclusive as later the entire
congregation took part in the singing,
clapping in rhythm to the music.
Suddenly there was a very loud
crash which I thought was on top
of me. I turned to see that the originator of the sound had misjudged
his capabilities in ringing the bell. I
was just in time to see his feet leave
the ground on the up-stroke of the
rope. Happily he came back down
unharmed on the down-stroke. After a
dozen ear shattering peals it stopped
and there was the procession to the
altar. The “priest” wore a white chasuble (he was in fact a lay preacher) but
his shirt was clearly visible and I made
a mental note that I would rather be
hung upside down with fishhooks over

WHAT IS YOUR
CHILD WATCHING?

I

am privileged to be the mother
of two wonderful children and
the teacher of some truly inspirational students. It is from this
vantage point that I must express my
concern and dismay over the material that children are exposed to on
a daily basis courtesy of TV, DVDs,
video games, the internet and any
other variations of modern day audiovisual and sensory ‘entertainment’.
As a society there would appear
to be a growing unawareness or
complacency about the real damage
caused to little minds by the barrage
of inappropriate images, language
and concepts that overwhelm them
in this electronic on-screen age. As
a teacher of psychology I explore
with my students an area of research
that studies the effect of role model
behaviour on young children. The
results of this exploration are particu8

By Margaret Inglessis

larly frightening; it demonstrates that
children, not surprisingly, imitate the
behaviour they witness.
Programme makers dismiss these
findings as unreliable, opining that
other factors, such as family discord
or alternative role models, are much
more influential. They may well be
but why add to them? Children often
tell me that they seek to emulate
behaviour that they have seen on TV.
Some of the programmes and
DVDs are highly unsuitable for the
specified age groups stated on them.
One might rightly ask ‘who are the
faceless individuals that determine
what is suitable for the different age
groups? And what are their boundaries of decency?’ As parents, knowing the unsuitability of the censor’s
parameters, parent control is even
more vital. Who allowed the murderers of James Bulger access to the

horrific video that influenced them to
act out their fantasy?
Now don’t get me wrong; as a working mother of two boys I often depend
on a DVD in order that I get the dinner
made, the marking done or to give
me time to return long overdue telephone calls, but that does not excuse
me from ensuring that the material is
age-specific and appropriate according to my own censorship and not
that of the faceless. Of course, I can
also misjudge the material and fail
to anticipate what my children might
understand from the images they
see that is a danger I have to face.
However, for my children’s sake I am
not going to stop trying to get it right
and I certainly have no intention of
getting rid of the TV. Like it or not it is
part of 21st century life. I am trying
to be less dependent on it, however,
and although this requires effort, the

a blazing fire than wear a black yellow
and white shirt of that pattern underneath a chasuble!
So began a long, rambling service.
By now, with only an occasional breeze
through the building, it was extremely
hot (my shirt stuck to me in seconds);
most were fanning themselves and
trying to stay cool. Most of the language was in Sango, the local dialect,
with some bits in the official language,
French.
The bidding prayers were recited as
everyone continuously hummed then
the response was sung enthusiastically. Suddenly the men all jumped up
and dashed to the front. I realised just
in time that this was the collection.
The altar boys just stood at the front
with baskets and everyone went up to
drop in their contribution. Throughout,
the choir sang with vigour and most

clapped to the rhythm. One woman
went to the front gyrating to the rhythm
of the music with a very large water
melon on her head which she carefully
placed below the altar then returned
laughing and dancing to her place
accompanied by the cheers of the rest
of the congregation.
Someone then took a small well
-wrapped baby and laid it on the altar.
Just as the minister approached it I
began to have some doubts about
being in the right church. What was
all this about; an African sacrifice? I
should not have worried. Whether it
was newborn or ill I never found out
for after anointing it with chrism the
mother returned with it to her place.
Communion was very brief, only
a few people receiving the host and
after a second collection for a new
Church, mass came to an end.

It was about 2 hours after I had
arrived and then, as is usual everywhere, everyone gathered outside for
a chat but making sure they were on
the shaded side of the Church out of
the hot sun.
I managed to provide a bit more
entertainment for everyone by falling
off the bike a couple of times before
eventually getting going in the soft
sand. The journey back to the base left
me feeling very pensive.
The poverty here is severe but everyone was in their Sunday best and the
service was of such simplicity, so musical and enthusiastic that whilst enjoyable it was also very, very humbling. A
new church for them will cost about
£10,000 which will take years to collect. Despite this the people here have
a spontaneity and joy that perhaps we
have lost.

rewards are well worth it. My youngest child made the following suggestions as alternatives to TV watching:
Play football
Play more football (2nd half)
Do some art (draw a football stadium)
Geography – looking up all the
European football teams
on a map
History – Finding out
who won the 1977 FA Cup
Final
Maths – Working out
how many weeks (years?)
pocket money he needs to
save to buy a Premiership
league game ticket
Well, I did ask.
It is always difficult to get
mass action on any cause
but I wonder if , as a parish
family, we might set up a
group; call it, for example,
“Catholics for Censorship”
although perhaps “Parents for
Censorship” might be less exclusive,
to create awareness of the damage
TV can cause and of the good it can
do, if properly monitored. There will
be those, perhaps, that say Mary
Whitehouse did it all before.
Personally, I think she was a woman

well ahead of her time.
Perhaps it is something we need
to discuss in an open forum. Young
children should not be watching the
same television as their older siblings. The soaps, particularly, that
are screened before the nine o’clock
watershed, for example, often portray

able, young minds. Children can
become bombarded with images that
they are too emotionally immature to
process.
There is also the problem of what
a child is exposed to away from the
family home. Some parents might be
more liberal about suitable viewing
than others. For the
sake of our children’s
emotional and mental well-being might it
be possible to set up
a forum within which
we might be able to
discuss with other parents, what is and what
is not permissible for
differing age groups.
There is much to discuss and maybe we in
the parish could create a group for open
discussion on a wide
range of moral issues
in addition to the monitoring of TV,
radio and a whole new area of vulnerability for us as a society; the
internet.
(Parents and educators interested
in setting up such a forum should
contact the editor who will provide
contact details for Margaret.)

As a society there would appear
to be a growing unawareness
or complacency about the real
damage caused to little minds
by the barrage of inappropriate
images, language and concepts
that overwhelm them in this
electronic on-screen age.
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a culture of pre-marital and “safe”
sex. This can be particularly offensive
to the Catholic family way of life. As
for “reality” TV one might ask, whose
reality? Some of the most violent
scenes on our screens are in these
programmes and this behaviour can
become normalised in impression-
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A Brief History of St Edmund’s College

By D.A.Gallie Head of Religious Education and College Archivist

T

he College is a continuation on English soil of the
famous English College
founded by Cardinal
William Allen at Douay in Flanders
in 1568. This College was perhaps
the strongest single agency by
which Catholicism was kept from
perishing in England. Originally
intended as a seminary preparing
priests for England to keep alive
the ancient faith, it soon became
also a Catholic boys’ school,
debarred as they were from having one on English soil.
Many of its students, priests and
laymen returned to England to be put
to death under the anti-Catholic laws.
The College boasts among its former
alumni 20 canonised and 133 beatified martyrs. During the second half
of the 17th century a small Catholic

school was begun in Hampshire. It was
opened at Silkstead, then transferred
to Twyford, near Winchester. It was
conducted in great secrecy, and was
for boys of preparatory school age,
intending to proceed to the English
College to complete more advanced
studies. The poet, Alexander Pope,
was a student at this school. Twyford
was closed in 1745 due to anti-Catholic
feeling caused by the Jacobite rebellion, but Bishop Richard Challoner
re-established it here in Hertfordshire
in 1749, in the property owned by the
Aston family. In 1769, Bishop James
Talbot, Bishop Challoner’s coadjutor
bishop, moved the school to the current site, becoming known as ‘Old Hall
Green Academy’.
The work of the English College
in Douay was ended by the French
Revolution and in 1793 its property

confiscated. Professors and students
came back to England, where as a
result of Relief Acts, the penal laws
against Catholics were relaxed. Bishop
John Douglass, Vicar Apostolic of the
London District, realised that the time
had come to replace Douay College
with a college on English soil. The earliest ‘refugees’ from Douay joined the
students at Old Hall. Bishop Douglass
recorded the inauguration of this new
foundation in his diary: “1793. On
the 12th of November I took Messrs
William Beauchamp and John Law
to Old Hall, and on the 16th, the
Feast of Saint Edmund, Archbishop
of Canterbury, we commenced studies and established the new College
there, a substitute for Douay.”
After celebrating Mass and
Benediction, Bishop Douglass instituted the new College under the

After being baptised a Catholic in
1894 having studied at Balliol College,
A student at
Oxford he entered the seminary then
to St Edmund’s to teach
St Edmunds writes: connected
while studying for the priesthood.
Very few schools Reportedly he wasn’t up to much as
can boast a can- a teacher and after his ordination in
onised
saint 1902 he started working in parishes
amongst
it’s around the diocese. By 1905 Fr Byles
alumni and only was entrusted with the parish of St
one to my knowl- Helen’s in Ongar (relatively close by).
edge can boast While in Ongar Fr Byles received news
twenty canonised of his brother’s engagement and was
and one hundred invited over to New York to preside at
and thirty three beatified martyrs; St the wedding. He purchased a ticket
Edmund’s College. ‘Martyr’ is derived from the White Star Line and at the
from a Greek word meaning wit- last minute was transferred to the
ness. All of the Douai martyrs from line’s newest and largest ship; the
St Edmund’s history were unmistak- unsinkable Titanic.
ably witnesses to Christ in the world,
After celebrating his last two masspreaching and spreading the Gospel es, one in the second class lounge
(and ultimately dying for doing so) and the other for third class passenas they truly believed it was the right gers, disaster struck when on the 14th
thing to do. Edmundians through April the Titanic collided with an icethe ages have attempted to emulate berg. Ironically in his sermon earlier
these witnesses to Christ. One rela- that day he had spoken of needing ‘a
tively famous example is Fr Thomas lifeboat in the shape of religious conByles.
solation in case of shipwreck’. Amid

the confusion that ensued Fr Byles
heard over one hundred confessions
before administering general absolutions as the vessel started to sink. He
attempted to calm and console those
left on board and led the rosary. An
eye witness reported that the priest
was offered a place in several lifeboats but, ‘he would not leave while
one was left and the sailor’s entreaties were not heeded.’
Pope Pius X later stated that Fr
Byles, who was portrayed toward the
end of the 1997 film ‘Titanic’, was ‘a
martyr for the Church’; he had proclaimed his belief through his actions
putting all others before himself and
serving God’s people until the end of
his life. He, unlike the Priest and the
Levite in Jesus’ parable of the Good
Samaritan, did not let his religious status allow him to secure his own safety
but tried to help those left behind to
reach eternal life.
As modern Edmundians it is unlikely we will have to die for our faith; however we are taught that we probably
will suffer in some way at some point,

Andrew Archibald
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patronage of St Edmund, “Felix faustumque sit!” The establishment of St
Edmund’s was the first sign of better
times, and the beginning of the restoration of colleges and seminaries
throughout England. The remaining
staff and students arrived from Douay
by 1795, but not before students
from the Northern District had left to
eventually to make the separate foundation which is now Ushaw College.
A gift of £10,000 from John Sone,
a Hampshire Catholic enabled St
Edmund’s to be established in new
buildings designed by James Taylor
of Islington, who had himself been a
student at Old Hall.

Thus was the Douay tradition maintained in England. The fortunes of the
College varied throughout the nineteenth century; at times it seemed
as if the school might have to close.
In 1845 a chapel worthy of the traditions and ambitions of the College
was decided upon; A.W. Pugin was
selected as architect. It was completed
in 1853, without the projected tower
and spire which were erected during the episcopate of Bishop Thomas
Griffiths, President of the college from
1818 until 1834. He did much to give
the College a sound financial basis.
The era of Vicars Apostolic ended in
1850 and the Hierarchy restored. In
1869 the Archbishop of Westminster,
Henry Edward Manning, set up a
seminary in Hammersmith, so for
the first time St Edmund’s ceased
to be a theological college. In 1874
during the Presidency of Monsignor
James Patterson, the junior boys were

The chapel outside,
inset Mass at St Edmunds

but we can take courage from our
forbears at the College that it is possible to be counter cultural but live
full lives. As young Catholic people
living in an increasingly secular society we will have to be witnesses to
our faith: martyrs, standing up for
what we know to be right even when
the world seems to be laughing in
our faces. Last year however during
the celebration of the feast of St
Edmund we were told not to become
downtrodden and glum; ‘humour
may well be part of what makes a
saint; to face life with good cheer
whatever the hardships, makes a
person more Christ-like.’ All work
whether in the classroom or on the
games fields must be done with the
college motto in mind, Avita Pro Fide
– For the faith of our fathers.
IN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 4

s e p a r a te d
from the rest
of the College
into Saint Hugh’s
Preparatory School
in a house originally
built by Pugin for the Oxford convert
W.G.Ward. In 1893 his son, Bernard
Ward, was appointed President, and
he started a scheme of rebuilding
and improvements. Numbers in the
school increased significantly and
in 1904 Archbishop Francis Bourne
decided to return the seminarians to
the College. New wings were built to
house them; this part of the College
eventually became known as Allen
Hall. The College became run down
during World War I, and again the
future of the school and possibly the
College, seemed threatened.

However, a legacy of money became
available to Cardinal Bourne. This was
used to carry out badly needed repairs
and new additions. He sought to develop the school as a Catholic public
school equal in prestige and efficiency
with the best. It was he who determined the reorganisation of the school
into the present four house system in
1922. At this time the School Block
and Galilee Chapel were built, the
latter as a war-memorial for Catholics
killed in the 1914 -18 War.
The College celebrated the three
quarter-centenary of foundation in
1968. 1975 seminarians departed
for the second time, this time moving
to Chelsea but retaining the name
of Allen Hall. The school expanded
during the early 1970’s and quickly
made use of the former seminary
wings for new houses and teaching
areas. In the early 1970’s the Old Hall
was refurbished as a separate ‘Junior
House’. That remained until the buildings became firstly a Sixth Form centre
and latterly an Infirmary and Uniform
Shop. In 1974 girls from the adjacent Poles Convent were admitted as
the first stage towards complete
co-education finally accomplished with the closure of
Poles in 1986.
The Douay system of
educating
intending
priests and lay Catholics
simultaneously no longer occurs at Saint
Edmund’s. However, the
College is still the successor of a proud tradition. It still
aims to give students a sound
foundation in the arts and sciences,
as well as preparing them to live as
witness to the Gospel message in the
Catholic tradition. In 1993 the 200th
anniversary of the College’s location
at Old Hall Green and its dedication
to Saint Edmund was marked with a
pilgrimage to Rome, during which staff
and students were welcomed in private
audience by Pope John Paul 2nd. The
Holy Father urged the College to preserve its rich heritage, as summarised
in its motto, “Avita pro Fide” – “For
the Faith of Our Fathers”, under the
continued patronage of Saint Edmund
and the Douay Martyrs.
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History is made
The Civic Mass of Councillor Sheila Smith Pryor;
the Worshipful the Mayor of Waltham Forest
Lead by the
mace left The
mayor and the
Parish Priest
below Sheila
Smith Pryor
with three
others of the
chain gang

The Village Bookshop
Alison & Robin Lawrence
Books for everyone and every occasion
Orders by phone or email are welcome
and are usually fulﬁlled within 48 hours
475 High Road, Woodford Green
Tel: 020 8506 0551
www.thevillagebookshop.co.uk
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T

he
weather
had been foul
for days; nay
weeks before;
rain, high winds and
none too warm. But who
would have guessed
that Sunday the 12th
of October would be a
warm autumn day without a cloud
in the sky and the leaves still
green on the trees.
It was a bad start as it was intended
that, firstly, the shiny mayoral cars
with their crests aloft would glide into
pre-arranged parking spaces in front
of the Becket Centre. But alas, someone forgot the close proximity of the
after-Mass-teas from the 10:00 a.m.
Mass and the arrival of the civic dignitaries for the usual 11:30 Mass.
The result was a tail back of traffic all
the way to the pond by the working
men’s club. But soon the Mayor’s
cars of seven London Boroughs did
slip into their places and then their
occupants robed in their blood red
robes and gold chains catching the
sunlight and led by Leroy the mace
bearer marched in procession from
the Becket Centre into the church
making an impressive entry behind
the altar servers and Fr Isidore as they
IN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 4

led the way to the altar.
The front pews to the left of the
church were resplendent with crimson-red, fur-collared and chainbedecked shoulders of mayors of
several nationalities listening appreciatively and knowingly to Fr Isidore’s
homily; particularly to his reference to
the many years of selfless devotion to
community service by people in public
life represented here by a handful of
those that are elected for a year as
the non-political civic representatives
of their boroughs. Also present were
some borough councillors some of
whom had been mayors themselves
in previous years.
The bidding prayers, written and
read by Coleen Carlile, gave thanks
for such people, many of whom are
unsung heroes in their own right, not
least the Mayor of Waltham Forest
who is a parishioner of St Thomas’.
She is well known for her good works

within the parish over several decades.
Sheila runs a sort of one man/woman
SVP service; anybody that needs help;
a stick of furniture, a lift to church or
a serious pep-talk can rely on Sheila
to provide it. In her capacity as a
nurse Sheila has accompanied hundreds of people to Lourdes with the
Jumbulance and has for many years
been the union representative that
has seen scores of her nursing colleagues through difficult times.
October the 12th made history in a
number of ways; it was probably the
first time that a mayor from another
borough, Waltham Forest, held a civic
service not in her own borough but
in a neighbouring borough, Redbridge, and
Protocol requires permission to be granted
by the host mayor for
this to happen but
Cllr Loraine Sladden,
Mayor of Redbridge,
and a good friend of
Sheila’s, never hesitated for a moment in
granting permission.
Sheila paid special tribute to her at
the luncheon following the Mass.
History was made also, as far as
we can find out, as it was the first
time a mayor’s civic mass has taken
place in St Thomas’ and as far as
we can determine it is the first time
a Catholic Woman has been Mayor
of Waltham Forest. According to The
Nursing Journal it is the first time a
District Nurse has become a mayor
anywhere.
Many parishioners who joined the
dignitaries for a hot buffet lunch after
Mass gave voice to the pride they
have in one of their own reaching
such an honourable office. One visiting mayor enquired whether the choir,
who ‘sang like angels in heaven’, was
a special choir for the occasion. When
said that this was our regular choir
performing as they do every Sunday
he was astounded and suggested he
might change his religion. I think he
was a Muslim!
The Mass followed by good food,
good wine and good crack (translation
available if required) made this a right
royal Catholic occasion.
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HUMOUR
By Jo King

Ever found headlines amusing or for that matter how about road
signs and other signs?
Defendant See if that works any
better than a fair trial!
War Dims Hope for Peace I can
see where it might have that effect!
If Strike Isn’t Settled Quickly, It
May Last Awhile
Now that’s prophetic!
Enfield (London) Couple Slain;
Police Suspect Homicide
They may be on to something!
Red Tape Holds Up New Bridges
You mean there’s something
stronger than duct tape?!
Man Struck By Lightning: Faces
Man Kills Self Beafore Shooting Battery Charge
Wife and Daughter
He probably IS the battery charge
So how did he do that?
New Study of Obesity Looks for
Something Went Wrong in Jet Larger Test Group
Crash, Expert Says No, really?
Weren’t they fat enough?!
Police Begin Campaign to Run Astronaut Takes Blame for Gas
Down Jaywalkers
in Spacecraft That’s what he gets
Now that’s taking things a bit far!
for eating those beans!
Miners Refuse to Work after Local High School Dropouts Cut
Death Lazy-good-for-nothings’
in Half
Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Chainsaw Massacre all over again!
And the winner is.... Typhoon Rips Through Cemetery; Hundreds
Dead Did I read that right?
Does ‘Police Accident’ mean that
police have just had an accident?
Does ‘Disabled Toilet’ mean you
can’t use it because it has been
disabled?
Work out for yourself what might
be meant by ‘don’t enter the box
unless your exit is clear’.
You might like to think up a few of
your own and send them to the
editor. If you are really good, who
knows, you could get a job writing
headlines like these below:

School nutes from
well ejucated parents
These are real notes written by
parents. Spellings have been left
intact.
My son is under a doctor’s care
and should not take PE today.
Please execute him.
Please exkuce lisa for being
absent she was sick and i had
her shot.
Dear school: please ecsc’s john
being absent on jan. 28, 29,30,
31, 32 and 33.
Please excuse gloria from jim
today. She is administrating.
Please excuse roland from p.e.
for a few days. Yesterday he fell
out of a tree and misplaced his hip.
John has been absent because
he had two teeth taken out of
his face.
Carlos was absent yesterday
because he was playing football.
He was hurt in the growing part.
Megan could not come to school
today because she has been
bothered by very close veins.
Chris will not be i n school cus he
has an acre in his side.
Please e xcuse ray friday from
school. He has very loose vowels.
Pleaseexcuse Lesli from being
absent yesterday. She had diahre
dyrea direathe the shits.

t a rumour.
Keep this philosophy in mind the next time you hear or are about to repea

In ancient Greece (469 - 399 BC), Socrates was widely
lauded for his wisdom.
One day the great philosopher came upon an
acquaintance, who ran up to him excitedly and said,
“Socrates, do you know what I just heard about one of
your students...?”
“Wait a moment,” Socrates replied. “Before you tell me,
I’d like you to pass a little test. It’s called the Test of
Three.”
“The TEST of THREE?” the man asked.
That’s correct,” Socrates continued. “Before you talk
to me about my student let’s take a moment to test
what you’re going to say. The first test is Truth. Have you
made absolutely sure that what you are about to tell
me is true?”
“No,” the man replied, “actually I just heard about it.”
“All right,” said Socrates. “So you don’t re ally know if
it’s true or not.
Now let’s try the second test, the test of Goodness.
14 Is what you are about to tell me about my student

something good?”
“No, on the contrary . . . “
“So,” Socrates continued, “you want to tell me
something bad about him even though you’re not
certain it’s true?”
The man shrugged, a little embarrassed.
Socrates continued, “You may still pass though
because there is a third
test- the filter of Usefulness. Is what you want to tell me
about my
student going to be useful to me?”
“No, not really . . . “
“Well,” concluded Socrates, “if what you want to tell me
is neither True nor Good nor even Useful, why tell it to
me at all?”
The man was defeated and ashamed and said no more.
This is the reason Socrates was a great philosopher
and held in such high esteem.
It also explains why Socrates didn’t find out that Plato
was having an affair with his wife.

TIMEGOLD
(JEWELLERS)
Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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by Rory Howes

...Emma and Frank both chose CDs by groups.

<

What’s the best thing
to put into a Christmas
cake?

<

Child: Mum,
can I have a
dog for Christmas?
Mum: No, you can
have turkey like
everyone else.

<

Judge:
“What are you charged
with?”

Prisoner: “Doing my Christmas
shopping early.”

Who is never
hungry at
Christmas?

Judge: “That’s not an offense.
How early were you doing this
shopping?”

The turkey, he is
always stuffed.

Prisoner: “Before the store
opened.”

of Jesus’ Birthplace.

6. Far Off in a Wooden
Trough.

<

ALADDIN
ALI BABA
BEANSTALK
BUTTONS
CAPTAIN HOOK
CINDERELLA
DAME FAIRY
GODMOTHER
GOOSE
KING RAT

<

<

...Frank bought

<

5. Oh, Small Village
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MAGIC WAND
PANTOMIME HORSE
PETER PAN
PRINCE PUSS IN BOOTS
SEVEN DWARFS
SLIPPER
<
TINKERBELL
VILLAIN
WIDOW TWANKEY
WITCH

<

F

...Frank chose an all-girl group.

<

Your teeth.
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4. One week and 5

days of Jesus’ birthday.

Y
Y
Y
Y

<

Fantasyland

ANSWERS:

T

n

3. Non-Summer

1. Joy to the World
2. I’m Dreaming of a White Christmas.
3. Winter Wonderland.
4. 12 Days of Christmas
5. Oh, Little Town of Bethlehem.
6. Away in a Manger.

<

...Frank chose an all-girl group.

Colourless December
25th.

N
E
D
E
B
I
O
R
E
Q
N
P
O
A
U

...Carl bought Kanye West.

...Danielle chose a girl singer, but not Adele.

2. I’m Thinking of a

I
T
V
P
Z
G
R
R
E
M
S
A
S
T
V

...Becky bought Mozart.

...Carl chose a solo singer.

Planet

S
E
Q
L
Y
N
I
P
X
L
D
C
E
S
W

...Adam bought Adele.

...Becky hates pop music but got an album she wanted.

1. Happiness to the

S
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R

...Emma bought Good Charlotte.

...Adam chose a CD by a solo girl singer.

U
P
I
H
D
N
A
W
C
I
G
A
M
A
J

...Danielle bought Miley Cyrus.

Adam, Becky, Carl, Danielle, Emma and Frank were all given record tokens for
Christmas. They went to the music shop and between them bought CD albums by
Adele, Girls Aloud, Kanye West, Good Charlotte, Mozart and Miley Cyrus.
Can you tell from the following clues who bought what?

P
A
N
T
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M
I
M
E
H
O
R
S
E
T

Girls Aloud.

C

an you work out
the real names
of these 6 wellknown Christmas
songs?

F
N
I
D
D
A
L
A
O
T
V
P
V
B
H
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Entertaining made easier
A
s hostess, entertaining at
times like Christmas can
be quite stressful, but preparation and planning ahead is
vital. Choosing recipes that can
be prepared ahead of time are
ideal. In this issue I have included many of my favourite, more
unusual, recipes for the festive
season.

CANAPE IDEAS

K

Smoked Salmon Blinis Makes 12

110g self raising flour
1 medium egg
150ml milk
2 chopped spring onions
Oil for frying
1 teaspoon creamed horseradish
125g mascarpone or crème fraiche
200g smoked salmon - cut into strips –
can use trimmings
Ground black pepper
Lemon juice
Snipped spring onion – green part – to
garnish

1 Sift flour into a bowl, beat egg with
milk then whisk into the flour. Stir in
the spring onion.
2 Heat a lightly greased non stick
frying pan and drop 4 separate
tablespoons of batter into the pan.
Cook for 2 minutes on one side then
turn over and cook for a further 1 ½
minutes until golden. Repeat with
remaining mixture.

Cheese Palmiers Makes 24

DRINKS AND SAUCES

1 x 375g pack puff pastry
50g Parmesan cheese finely grated
Paprika pepper
Sesame seeds –optional

Mulled Wine Serves 8 - 10

1 Pre heat oven 220 – Gas Mark 7
2 Roll out pastry on a lightly floured
surface to a rectangle 30 x25 cm.
Sprinkle evenly with a little cheese
and paprika.
3 Fold the longer sides of the pastry
halfway to the centre – meeting in the
centre, sprinkle with cheese and
paprika again, fold in half again
concealing the first folds; press down
lightly to adhere.
4 Cut the roll into 24 even pieces.
Place the palmiers cut side down
onto a dampened baking sheet.
Flatten them slightly with a palette
knife or the palm of your hand.
Sprinkle with sesame seeds.
5 Bake 8 minutes until golden brown,
turn the palmiers and bake for further
6-8 minutes until crisp and golden.
Cool on a wire rack. Serve warm.
If Freezing – place in a plastic box once
cooled and freeze. To thaw – remove
from box and thaw at room
temperature, refresh in a hot oven for
4—5 minutes before serving. They can
be made a couple of days ahead of
using and stored in an air tight tin. To
serve; refresh as before.

K

3 These can be served immediately
or frozen once they are cold, if
freezing thaw at room temperature
for 4 hours.

4 To complete: Mix the horseradish
with the mascarpone/crème fraiche,
season with black pepper, spread
onto the blinis and top with smoked
salmon, squeeze lemon juice on top
and top with snipped onion. 5
Alternatively mix the salmon in with
the horseradish/crème fraiche
mixture
NOTE you can buy blinis from most
supermarkets if you prefer, they are
mostly suitable for freezing.
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Spiced Nuts

B

45 ml sunflower oil
15ml curry powder or garam masala
350gm mixed skinned nuts, such as
almonds, pecans hazelnuts
125g mixed pumpkin and sunflower
seeds
5ml coarse sea salt

1 Heat oil in a roasting tin on the hob
and add the curry flavouring, cook for
30 seconds. Add the nuts and seeds
and stir until coated.
2 Roast 150, Mark 2 for 30 minutes,
stirring occasionally. On removing
from the oven toss the nuts with salt.
Serve warm or cold, or allow to cool
completely and store in an air tight
container for up to two weeks.

2 cinnamon sticks 4 thick slices root
ginger
6 cardomom pods 1 small piece star
anise
1 orange studded with cloves
2 oranges thickly sliced, seeds removed
2 lemons thickly sliced seeds removed
250g golden caster sugar500ml water
2 bottles red wine
100ml port
NOTE Use a decent but inexpensive
red wine such as merlot or cabernet
sauvignon.
This recipe differs from many in that
you simmer the spices first so the wine
doesn’t cook for too long.

1 Put all ingredients except the wine
and port into a large stainless steel
saucepan add the water. Bring to the
boil with the lid on and simmer gently
for 15 minutes. Ideally set this base
aside for 24 hours for the flavours to
infuse.

B

2 Add the wine and port to the pan
then heat until steam rises – but
without letting the liquid boil.
Continue heating at just below boiling
point for 5 minutes then serve.

Cranberry Sauce Serves 8
225g fresh cranberries
Grated zest and rind of 1 orange
4 tablespoons of fine cut marmalade
125g muscovado sugar
50ml port

1 Put all the ingredients into a pan,
mix well then bring to the boil and
simmer 5—10 minutes, stirring
occasionally until the cranberries
have softened and the sauce
thickened.
2 If you want to freeze the sauce tip it
into a freezer proof container and
cool. Label and store until ready to
use – it can be kept for up to a
month. To serve thaw overnight at
cool room temperature.

B

NOTE Supermarkets often sell out of
cranberries in the run up to Christmas,
it is a good idea to prepare this early.

Orange Brandy Butter
350g sieved icing sugar
125g unsalted butter - softened
Finely grated zest of1 orange
50ml brandy

1 Cream butter and orange zest
together, using a mixer or processor if
wished. Add half the sugar and beat
until fluffy. Add remaining sugar and
the brandy. Mix well. Pile into a glass
serving dish, swirl the top with a fork,
cover and chill until required. This can
be made a week before Christmas.
Serve with Mince Pies and Christmas
pudding.

VEGETABLES

B

50g plain chocolate chips
Chocolate shavings to decorate

1 Preheat the oven to 180 mark 4.
Grease and line a baking tin 25cm x
20 cm x 4 cm.
2 Melt chocolate in a heatproof bowl
over a pan of simmering water,
making sure the bowl doesn’t touch
the water..
3 Sift flour, pinch salt, cocoa powder,
and baking powder into a separate
bowl.
4 Put caster sugar and butter into
another bowl and beat until mixture is
pale and creamy, using an electric
whisk. Slowly add the eggs.

K

Freeze Ahead Golden Roast
Potatoes Serves 8

1.8kg even-sized floury potatoes (King
Edward, Golden Wonder, Red Rooster)
peeled and cut into chunks
8 tablespoons goose fat (sunflower oil if
cooking for vegetarians)

1 Put potatoes in a pan of cold water
and bring to the boil. Cook for 5
minutes. Drain well, return to the pan
and shake the potatoes to roughen
up the potatoes a bit.

2 Put the potatoes on a baking sheet
and open freeze. Once hard wrap and
freeze for up to a month.
3 TO USE; preheat the oven to 200
Mark 6. Put the goose fat into a
roasting tin and put in the oven to
melt. Once it is really hot, add frozen
potatoes (don’t thaw) tossing them in
the fat so they are completely coated.
Season.
4 Roast for 1 hour, turning a couple
of times, until tender, golden and
crusty. Transfer to a serving dish.

DESSERTS
Outrageous Brownies Makes 24
250g unsalted butter
200g bar plain chocolate (70% cocoa
solids), roughly chopped
65g plain flour
65g cocoa powder, plus extra to dust
½ teaspoon baking powder
pinch salt
300g golden caster sugar
3 extra large eggs,
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
50g chopped walnuts

5 Using a metal spoon, gently fold the
melted chocolate and vanilla extract
into the butter and sugar mixture,
followed by the dry ingredients,
chopped walnuts and chocolate
chips. Be careful not to over mix.
6 Spoon into the prepared tin and
bake on the middle shelf for 30mins.
The brownies should have a thin crust
on top but stillbe soft and not
completely cooked in the middle.
Remove from oven, cool in the tin,
then chill for at least an hour.
7 Turn out and cut into bite-sized
squares. Dust with cocoa, pile on a
plate and sprinkle with chocolate
shavings.
Serve with vanilla ice cream. Store in
an air tight tin for up to 4 days. Freeze
for up to a month. Thaw overnight at
cool room temperature to serve’

Iced Christmas Pudding Serves 8 - 10
As an alternative to Christmas
pudding this is unbeatable. It consists
of creamy ice cream interspersed
with glace fruits that have been
soaked in dark rum.
300g mixed glace/dried fruit – raisins,
cherries, pineapple, apricots, ginger,
mixed peel.
6 tablespoons dark rum
4 extra large egg yolks
110g caster sugar
425ml double cream
200ml Greek yoghurt
40g creamed coconut – grated
1.5 litre pudding basin

B
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1 Marinate all the fruits in the rum
overnight. (Cut fruit into similar size

Mary Knights

FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes of
your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email
recipes@myintouch.co.uk
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pieces)
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2 Whisk egg yolks and sugar together.
3 In a small saucepan bring the
cream up to simmering point and add
the grated coconut to it, stirring until
the coconut has dissolved completely.
4 Pour the cream and coconut
mixture on to the egg mixture, stirring
all the time – it should thicken like
egg custard. Cool slightly before
adding the yoghurt. Stir well and
leave to get cold before adding the
soaked fruits together with the rum.
5 Stir well again and pour mixture into
the pudding basin, cover with cling
film and put in the freezes until
almost set. This takes several hours;
it should be like soft scoop ice cream.
6 Stir very thoroughly to distribute the
ice crystals and make sure the fruits
are evenly distributed. Return to the
freezer overnight.
7 The ice cream freezes but remains
soft in texture, to serve dip the bowl
briefly in hot water, then slide a
palette knife round the edge.
NOTE; There is no need to remove from
the freezer in advance of serving. Any
pudding left over after serving must be
returned immediately to the freezer and
taken out again for second helpings

B
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●

GREENMANTLE

●

20 Mornington Road ● Woodford Green ● Essex IG8 0TL

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and style”
in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional
care by fully qualiﬁed and
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser,
physiotherapist and
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at
all times
• Resident meetings and
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised
Edwardian home located within
the Woodford Green
conservation area close to all
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining
room
• Double glazed heated
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and
piano
• Regularly changed library
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
Farewell Party for Fr Danny and Fr Isidore
The Becket Centre was packed to the gunnels. It was
standing room only and must have been expected as
no chairs or tables had been put out. No other parish
function has ever attracted such a crowd. Fr Brian
silenced the madding crowd and made a speech,
the main point being that he wasn’t going to make a
speech. Fr Brian did drop the bombshell that Fr Roger,
who in the last issue of In Touch was reported as being
our next Parish Priest, will in fact not be our next PP.
instead it will be Fr Austin Linus who resided in the friary up to only three years ago whilst serving as vicar
provincial of the English Province of Friars Minor. Jim
Hoban, chair of the parish council, made reference
to the speech that Fr Brian didn’t make and thanked
Fathers Danny and Isidore for the good times he had
experienced working with them on the council. The
children of St Anthony’s school presented Fr Danny
with a massive card they had made for
him and Fr Danny gave a moving speech,
short and sweet. Woodford being his first
parish he referred to the comment of Fr
Isidore when he first came to the parish,
‘your first parish will always be your baby.’
And so it has been for Fr Danny who leaves
his indelible mark on so many of the youth
of the parish. What was not said but every
Catholic knows, is that the young priest
we all attach ourselves to in our youth will

Fr Miłosz Kacharczyk’s
first Mass at St Thomas of
Canterbury
It is known to happen in Italy but in
Woodford Green? Never! But it did
happen in Woodford Green after Fr
Miłosz’ homily at the 8:30 Mass on
Sunday 28th September the congregation burst into a spontaneous
applause. Few present will forget
the humble introduction given by Fr
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always be our special priest and so it will be for so
many who will always look at Fr Danny as their first and
very special priest.
Fr Isidore finally got a chance to say something asking parishioners to support his successor Fr Austin, ‘a
good and gentle man, not like me, with me what you
see is what you get.’ That could be read in different
ways but there was no doubt about the high regard
so many in the parish have for Fr Isidore after his nine
years as parish priest and guardian; everybody had a
tale to tell of his compassion at times of bereavement,
the comfort they had derived from his sound counsel
in the confessional and his kindnesses to them in so
many ways. He will be missed but we were assured
by Fr Brian that he will visit us frequently and particularly when there is an opportunity
to accompany
parishioners on
a course….. Golf
course that is!

Miłosz, the expression of nervousness at celebrating in English rather
than his native tongue, Polish. The
request for help and patience on the
part of the congregation was implied.
‘If anybody had told me a year ago
that I would be standing here saying
Mass in English I would say this man
is crazy. Here we are; new community,
new food, new culture, new language.’
These were his remarks before giving
a brief account of the readings for the
day.
Fr Miłosz concelebrated with his
compatriot, Fr. Waclaw, who is here to
learn English, and we saw how he
played the part of deacon by preparing the offerings for the celebrant;
rarely seen except where there is a
permanent deacon present on the

altar. But it was the homily that
brought a lump to the throat. Once
again there was a humble introduction and explanation. ‘This will be the
shortest sermon I have ever given
and the shortest you have ever heard.’
But it wasn’t. It was a well balanced
homily ending with the words, ‘who
do you think you are?’ then the
applause. Fr Miłosz explained that in
Polish he had no difficulty in giving
sermons; it was not necessary for
him to write anything down, but on
this occasion he had written it down.
After the applause there was that shy
smile that we are going to get used to
during his stay here; it looked as if he
couldn’t believe what had happened,
a modest thank you and the question, ‘did it make sense to you?’

The Transitus of St Francis of
Assisi
In an almost pitch black church with a
single spotlight illuminating the altar
sanctuary Harrison Smith as St
Francis, Victoria Stokes, Sean
Connolly, Brogan Smith, Jodie Mooney
and Mariangela Sr Croix made an
eerily realistic tableaux of the dying St
Francis. All the performers from Trinity
Upper School spoke out loudly and
distinctly with true feeling that touched
the audience bringing to life the last
hours of St Francis’ life.
The Trinity School Choir sang and
the orchestra played hauntingly as
the weak and dying St Francis was
trailed by two companions in a very
realistic manner down the aisle and
later back to the sanctuary representing his journey from the Bishop’s palace to his beloved Assisi where he
died on 3rd October 1226 at the age
of 42 yrs.
Before the tabernacle in the
Blessed Sacrament Chapel, naked to
the waist with arms outstretched as if
on the cross, Harrison Smith represented St Francis’ transitus to his
father in heaven whilst the five fellow
actors recited the final part of the
drama.
The performance was deserving of
IN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 4

a much larger
crowd
than
attended.
Hopefully this
short description
of the play with its
fine
musical
accompaniment will encourage more
people to attend next year.

Sept 20th 2008 Mass of
thanksgiving for the Golden
Jubilee of Fr Austin Kinsella’s
Priestly Ordination, the 70th
anniversary of Fr Walter’s
profession and the 60th
anniversary of Fr Boniface’
profession.
That fiftieth year shall be a jubilee for
you; in it you shall neither sow nor
reap what grows of itself nor gather
the grapes from the undressed vines.
[Leviticus 25:11]
Since there is that special
thing about 50 years, a jubilee, it is only fit and proper
that we refer first to the
Jubilarian; Fr Austin. He, being
the parish priest who preceded our current parish priest
and the only Franciscan that
somehow managed to override
the Franciscan rule, of 6 years

but 9 in special circumstances, by
staying as parish priest at St Thomas
for 12 years, naturally attracted a
great crowd of parishioners. Also
among the delighted congregation
were his nephews and their wives
who had made a special trip from
Ireland. The pictures here and on
the parish web site show his delight
at meeting old friends and indeed
their delight at seeing him looking
so cheerful and obviously happy. As
always when asked ‘how are you
Father?’ there was that old answer,
‘I have nothing to complain about.’
When it came to cutting the cake,
never keen to display his
practical dexterity he
backed off leaving it to Fr
Boniface.
If the celebration of 50
years is a jubilee then 60
years as a Franciscan
Friar must be a jamboree; equally worth celebrating. We were reminded that Fr Boniface is no
stranger to jamborees by the special presentation made to him at the
end of Mass by a Boy Scout in recognition of his services to the
Scouting movement over many
years. The sense of humour of the
intellectual, one time philosophy
lecturer, Dr Karl Kruger, alias Fr
Boniface, is subtle and oft times
missed unless one gets into a oneto-one conversation with him which,
in the experience of this writer, is full
of pleasant surprises. In his homily
Fr Michael, the pro-
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vincial, made reference to that subtle humour when he related the
occasion of a convoluted presentation to the Provincial Council; Fr
Boniface taking the minutes was
asked by Fr Michael, ‘have you
understood all that?’ only to be
answered, ‘well, as much as you do!’
But the wistful Fr Boniface must
surely be well accustomed to convoluted language since he earned his
PhD by translating into English from
German some of the theological
investigations of Karl Rahnar; the
prominent 20th century theologian
who was as renowned for his tortuous writing style as for his “transcen-

dental existentialism”, if
you know what I mean. Rahnar’s
brother, also a German priest, is said
to have remarked that in his retirement he would devote his time to the
translation of Rahnar’s German works
into German.
Fr Boniface, having fled Germany
with his brother at a very early age on
account of his, partly Jewish, ancestry, had no relatives present at his
celebration. But a young man who
had travelled especially from Germany
for the occasion was present. He, at
one time served Mass for Fr Boniface
on his vacations in Germany on those
occasions when he went there as a
supply priest anxious to re-learn the
language of his forefathers. A lan-

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net
FROM AILEEN MCGLAUCHLIN
Dear Editor
I would like to send heartfelt congratulations and best wishes to Fr. Miłosz
Kacharczyk for his wonderful first
appearance at 8.30am Mass on
Sunday 28 September.
I am sure that everyone who attended the Mass would agree with me that
Fr. Milosz touched everyone in the congregation with his simple introduction
and absolute humility throughout. He
seemed overawed by the fact of just
being at St. Thomas’ and was obviously quite nervous, but his English
was faultless and you could have
heard a pin drop during his homily –
not something that normally happens!
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guage he obviously learned very
well having been able to make
those very difficult translations.
The amateur photographer
bemoaned the lack of photo
opportunities for Fr Boniface who
seemed to be either collecting
food or just about to devour it
when the delayed action shutter
opened.
Unfortunately Fr Walter, owing to
poor health at the time was unable to
join the party in the Becket Centre
after Mass. But he did concelebrate
the Mass from his seat behind the
altar disappearing immediately afterwards much to the regret of a disappointed if sympathetic following.
When it came to the dismissal Fr
Michael turned to Fr Walter and in a
loud voice called out, ‘you are about
to give a blessing.’
Since that wonderful occasion,
Father Walter had a week or so confined to his room but began to appear
again in his usual place at the 10
a.m. weekday Masses by the end of
the month.
FROM SISTER ELIZABETH BUCKLEY IN
CEBU, PHILIPPINES
Dear Mr Menzies,
Greetings from Cebu!
I read through the article in In Touch.
It’s very well written and the girls visit is
very well covered. It’s all true to life of
what is in the article. They are two
lovely girls and so easy to talk with, so
joyful and jolly as you quoted.
The boxes that they are referring to
arrived safely, also the medication
that Linda and Gloria provided for the
patient suffering from Hepatitis B.
We are very grateful to you two girls
and all who are helping with our mission.
I will send Gloria and Linda some
photographs of the distribution of the
clothing later on.
Again thanks for your support. We
pray each day for you.
God Bless. Love from all the community.

I have never experienced anything like
it – I felt as though the entire congregation were behind him, wishing him well
and willing him to succeed.
At the end of the homily, when we
could all breathe a sigh of relief
because Fr. Milosz had got through it
with no problems, someone called out
congratulations and the entire congregation broke into spontaneous
applause. It was a very moving
moment – both for the congregation
and I am sure for Fr. Milosz himself. I
am not sure what happened at that
Mass, but it was something that will
remain with me for a long time to FROM MOLLY HIXOM; DOYEN OF OUR
come.
BUCKHURST HILL COMMUNITY.
On a grey miserable day I was handed

New Arrivals in the parish
Lurking by the photocopier where
the brochures used to be,
I spied a tiny fish but someone said
there are three.
I suppose they’re meant to help to
while away those hours,
Whilst waiting there for Barbara
who is busy with the flowers.
They certainly ease the tension
when the copier has broken down,
Or whilst waiting for new paper it
eases off that frown.
But oh how much it reminds me
when I find myself in there,
Of that awful sickly feeling before
the dental chair.

WIGILIA By Fr Miłosz Kacharczyk
The Polish Christmas Eve tradition

abstinence from meat completing
the Advent fast that prepares one for
the birth of Christ. Special traditional
table settings are used and a festive
menu prepared which consists of
twelve dishes in all; symbolic of the
twelve apostles. Poppy seed cake,
beetroot soup, prune dumpling, carp,
herrings and noodles with poppy seed
are among those traditional dishes.
The dinner is generally followed
by the singing of Christmas Carols
of which Poland boasts a long and
unique tradition; these well known
he name Wigilia is Carols being very much at the heart
derived from the Latin of the Polish Christmas. Families
word vigilare, which gather throughout the whole of the
means to keep watch or Christmas season to sing those most
to keep vigil. It is a family feast beautiful songs and in the church too
at which it is considered bad they are sung right up to the coming
luck not to entertain a guest on of the Magi.
this most sacred night. For this
The culmination of the meal is the
reason some families will keep greatest meal of all the Eucharistic
an empty place-setting at table feast, Pasterka; Midnight Mass or the
for the Baby Jesus or for any way- Mass of the shepherds. It is a tradimy In Touch. In a moment my outlook farer in need who may be invited tion that the whole family leave the
changed. My magazine was so brightly to eat with the family.
home together to attend the most
coloured and I found the content so
For Poles the eve of Christmas is joyous and majestic Mass because
very interesting; especially the tribute a family gathering and an opportu- as the great Polish carol says Bog sie
to Fr Isidore by Leon. There must be nity for reconciliation. It is the most rodzi; God is Born. Following Mass it
many like myself who met Father sacred night in the Polish home and is traditional for families, especially
Isidore for the first time in that tribute; also, if one is to believe it, a night of those with children, to visit the crib
that cannot be quite right.
miracle when animals are said to talk and pray together before it.
It would be very difficult to select a with human voices.
But the celebration does not necesparticularly praiseworthy article as
The meal begins with the breaking sarily end there; many families then
there are so many worthy of praise. of the oplatek, a Christmas wafer of return home for a snack, for more celNevertheless, I cannot fail to mention unleavened bread, not unlike Matzos, ebrations and especially where there
the article referring to Gloria and Linda which is passed round the table for are young children, the long awaited
and the great job they did on their pil- all present to break off a piece in opening of the presents under the
grimage to the Philippines.
the tradition of their ancestors as a Christmas tree.
Linda and I spent the whole day symbol of their unity with Christ, with
together at the solemn dedication of each other and with all their friends
our cathedral in Brentwood on the and relatives departed or unable to
31st May 1991. And did we have a be there. It is during this opening cerHoly and fun time? The Bishop, Rt. emony, the most emotional time of
Rev. Thomas McMahon, told Linda he the holiday for the Polish family, that
will never forget her. I am sure the good wishes are exchanged and parPhilippine children will be saying the ticular remembrance made for those
same.
departed relatives and for those who
Thank you every one for In Touch I are, for one reason or another, absent
always look forward to the next issue from the gathering.
with its pleasant surprises.
The eve of Christmas is a day of
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My refuge, My fortress,
my God in Whom I trust
(psalm 91:2) By Leon Menzies Racionzer

LEON MENZIES

O

ctober seems to herald bad news down
through the ages. This October we saw
not just a collapse of world markets and
the break-down of an economic system
that has become unsustainable but an event so
momentous to the future of humanity that it will
change the lives of every human being forever.
That may sound over-dramatic now but in a very
short space of time it may prove prophetic.
What historic comparisons can be made? The October
19th Stock Market
Crash after the great
storm of 1987? The
Wall Street Crash
of October 1929?
Or the great sell off
by the Rothschild’s
of 1815 on a false
rumour of defeat at
theBattleofWaterloo
which allowed the
Rothschilds to buy
up massive holdings at knock-down
prices and forced
a new Bank of
England to be set up
virtually under their
control in October
of that year? Or the
Autumn 1721 widespread bankruptcies caused by the
collapse of shares in the South Sea Company, the South
Sea Bubble, which was brought about by selling short
and buying on credit in a company that had taken on
the national debt in exchange for guaranteed loan stock
(does that sound familiar?). The main profits of the company came from the evil business of slave trading into
which many of the aristocracy invested heavily. Many high
ranking members of Government were discovered to be
fraudsters and Robert Walpole, First Lord of The Treasury,
effectively prime minister, was forced to introduce a series
of measures to restore public confidence. Where have we
heard that recently?
But for an event that compares in magnitude for its
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effect on all of mankind and to see the similarities to the
run up to the present day disaster, we need to go back
much further than the 18th century; I would suggest over
4,000 years to 2,300 BC and the flood. Genesis chapter
6-v 5 begins ‘The Lord saw that the wickedness of man
was great on the earth, and that the thoughts in his heart
fashioned nothing but wickedness all day long.’ The flood,
like the present disaster, affected the whole of what was
then the known world.
So it has been on earth since the enlightenment of
the 18th century
when reason began
to supercede the
simple faith in God
leading up to the
past fifty years or
so when successive
governments have
introduced more
and more regulation and politically
correct policies that
conflict diametrically with the Law
of God. No need to
list them; we know
what they are. And
so in the 21st century, economic global collapse, climate
change, the growing threat of water
shortage, oil wars,
terrorism and intolerance of one man for another is a
repeat of ‘the wickedness of man’ that led to the flood
from which Noah saved mankind and all living creatures.
Laughably, had Noah been asked to build the Ark today
he would never have had it ready in time for the flood. So
bogged down in obtaining planning consent or satisfying
the regulators on animal rights to mention but a few of
the regulations required, he would most certainly miss
the deadline.
Governments no longer listen to God’s voice on earth,
the church, any more than the rulers in biblical times
listened to the prophets, those that on God’s behalf
anointed the kings and lost their lives for telling them how

they should rule. How many can say that they have ‘live(d)
in the shelter of the Most High and (made) their home in
the shadow of the Lord’? How many dare turn to God and
say You promised that ‘no disaster can overtake (us) and
no plague come near (our) tent’?
There is now to be a window of hardship, the cleansing,
perhaps longer than the forty days of the flood. But this
period of cleansing may be likened to the dying, mythological phoenix from which will rise up a new world age of
super-technology arising out of the revelation of the God
factor in creation so long sought yet so far not found.
What is the ‘thing’ that Einstein referred to?
“It followed from the special theory of relativity that
mass and energy are both but different manifestations of
the same thing ...”;
Surely it is none other than the creator without whom
there is no mass, no energy.
God’s revealing of ‘that thing’ to mankind will bring
about a revolution much greater and less dependent
on the use of natural resources and the pollution of His
creation than the industrial revolution of the 19th and
20th century. In the words of cockney Jim: ‘You ain’t seen
nothing yet.’ The days will end when mankind’s needs
depend on fossil fuels the flaw of the industrial revolution, and when there is a growing depletion of water, so
necessary for man’s survival. And as Noah was the last
of those who lived for hundreds of years, (like the mythical
phoenix 600 yrs) so God’s new revelation to man will bring
about the first of those who will again live for hundreds of
years. That is, of course, if mankind learns to use this new
revelation for the good of all mankind and live from now
on ‘ in the shelter of the Most High and make their home
in the shadow of the Lord’?
Call me mad if you choose but remember where you
heard it first. On second thoughts, I expect it to begin during my lifetime so I will remind you.

Our team is waiting to talk to you
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Words,Words,Words

Living on Queer Street

ADRIAN WHITEHALL

by Coleen Carlile
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I don’t want to ruin
your Christmas by
uttering those two
dreaded words ‘credit
crunch’ but when the
chips are down and
you’re robbing Peter
to pay Paul, you can’t just cross your
fingers or fiddle while Rome burns.
There is no such thing as a free
lunch. No, it’s time to cut your cloth
accordingly, grasp the nettle and live
on a shoestring until your ship
comes in.
Finding yourself in Queer
Street is to be very short of
money, possibly bankrupt. This
dates back to the time when
businesses marked ‘query’
next to the names of late
paying customers, to remind
themselves to chase the debt.
The bankruptcy courts were
in Carey Street, off Chancery
Lane, which was jokingly
called ‘Query Street’ or ‘Queer
Street’.
However much advertisers
try to persuade us, we know
they aren’t going to give us
something for nothing. ‘There
is no such thing as a free lunch’
was coined in America in the 1840’s
when bars offered a free lunch to
anyone buying a drink. The ‘lunches’
consisted of salty snacks that made
the customers thirsty and thus consume more drink, probably paying
more than for a square meal. (Square
meal? I’m digressing but that came
from the practice, centuries ago, of
feeding sailors one decent meal a
day, served on a square wooden tray).
Even now, bars often provide salted
peanuts and snacks to encourage
their clientele to drink more.
When the chips are down, crisis
point has been reached and refers
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to the chips in gambling. When all
the bets have been placed, there is
a moment of high tension until the
outcome of the game is known.
The origin of ‘robbing Peter to pay
Paul’ is in debate. One explanation I
like is that the Church of St. Peter at
Westminster was elevated to a cathedral in 1540. Unfortunately, the privilege was withdrawn after ten years
and the diocese of Westminster fell
once again within that of St Paul’s

cathedral. To make matters worse,
a large amount of revenue from St.
Peter’s was used to finance repairs on
St. Paul’s. Unfortunately, that theory
falls short because that phrase was in
use long before 1540 so the truth of
this expression is not set in steel (Set
in steel? Here we go again! No, you’ll
have to look that one up!)
Nowadays we wrap one finger over
the other to bring good luck, but the
action was originally making the sign
of the cross with the two index fingers
to ward off evil (rather like the hapless
victims in horror films when faced with
Dracula). ‘Fiddling while Rome burns’
is to ignore the crisis taking place by

concentrating on trivia. The legend
is that Emperor Nero, in AD 64, was
interested to see what Troy had looked
like when it was destroyed by fire, so
he set light to Rome. Apparently he
watched the blaze for days while playing his fiddle and then blamed the
Christians for the disaster, who were
cruelly persecuted.
The original phrase ‘To cut your
coat according to your cloth’, to live
within your means, comes from the
custom in past centuries of having
one’s clothes made by a tailor. The
less affluent had to downgrade their
choice of material to suit their purse.
To ‘grasp the nettle’ is to face a
problem head on. The soft touch of a
nettle is very painful but if clasped tight
it doesn’t sting. Aaron Hill’s poem The
Nettle’s Lesson(1743) shows this:
Tender-handed stroke a nettle,
And it stings you for your
pains;
Grasp it like a man of mettle,
And it soft as silk remains.
‘Living on a shoestring’ was
first coined in America in the
19thcenturyandreferredtobusinesses which were struggling to
pay their way. Shoestrings were
among articles commonly sold
by street vendors and represented the cheapest buy – if
the vendor couldn’t sell even
this lowly item he would not
be eating that night. On the
other hand, someone whose
ship has come in would be
embracing long awaited wealth.
Merchants who ordered goods
from abroad could often be disappointed when the ship carrying the
merchandise was either attacked by
pirates or sunk in rough seas. To find
one’s ship had made it to the port was
cause for celebration.
Talking of celebrations, forget everything I’ve said above and have a
joyous and peaceful Christmas. You
may not have been able to buy everything of the best, but the happiest
people are those who make the best
of everything, no matter what the circumstances. So don’t be down in the
dumps, don’t go cold turkey and try
not to be three sheets to the wind by
Christmas night!
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CHRISTMAS stocking fillers
This issue of In Touch is deliberately published well before Christmas in
order to give you time to buy some special gifts that are particularly unique
to us. The stories of their coming into being are told below.
DAVID’S TREE
Is one of these lovely bed-time story
books for children from about 6 yrs.
to 90 yrs. illustrated by Mark Archer
and written by Coleen Carlile. Coleen
explains below.

O

ne night, many years ago, Mark
Archer, a local fireman and
active member of our parish, had
a dream. He dreamt a whole story
and told me about it. In his head, he
had the pictures already formed. As an artist,
that wasn’t a problem but he didn’t feel he could tackle the text. That’s
where I came in. I shared his vision and I wrote his dream. The result lay
dormant for a long time, due to circumstances beyond anyone’s control.
My husband developed a brain tumour and died six months later, leaving
me with three young children and far more to worry about than children’s
books. Then, six months ago, Mark rang and asked if I would be willing
to have the book published with all the proceeds going to the Chingford
Jumbulance project, which enables disabled children and adults to travel
to Lourdes on holiday. Mark travels with them as a helper. I was delighted
to comply and so this publication was born. I hope you like this heart-warming story, which will charm children of all ages and parents too. David’s
Tree costs £5 and will be on sale at all masses until Christmas and after
if there are any left over.

ISN’T HE BEAUTIFUL – the
sunset over Tramore Beach, County
making of a cd
Donegal.
Kay Fisher, St Thomas of Canterbury
Earlier this year the figure on the
Music Group
latest statement from HSBC struck a
warning note; the Music Group must
The cd cover features an original raise some cash in the near future,
photo taken by Mick Brandon of but how? We have been meeting all
our running costs for about 10 years
now, and the speed at which equipment wears out means we need capital to keep up with replacements.
The solution of making a cd to raise
funds evolved quite quickly during
the spring. We thought that making
a product to sell and at the same
time promote our Ministry would be
a satisfying project. If we could make
a profit we would also have a return
on the outlay for the Digital Stereo
Recorder, originally bought to record
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ground sheets and spare bed-linen
one is ever likely to encounter, we surrounded the whole band with draperies pinned onto microphone stands.
We developed “Coughing Music” to
get over all the tickly throats that
afflicted us once we started recording, but many things were beyond our
control. Recording was frequently
interrupted by “noises off”. Many
times, at the end of an evening working hard on a track we would listen
together to what we thought had
been good “takes”. Only then was it
apparent that the microphones had
picked up the added accompaniment
of police, ambulance and fire engines
sirens racing along the High Road,
torrential rain or doors slamming. We
all remember spending nearly two
hours perfecting a particularly tricky
song only to have the final “take” at
9.55 p.m. wrecked by the front door
banging as one of the friars returned
home.
During these weeks of recording
we also set about designing the disc
leaflets and printing format. Many
suggestions were received throughout the summer. By September we
had a varied selection to choose

from and one evening we all voted for
a favourite. The beautiful picture of
sunset from Tramore Beach, Donegal
seemed to sum up the mood we
wanted to set; the peaceful contemplation of the amazing splendour of
God. We were able to print these
ourselves, which although very timeconsuming, saved money.
To ensure consistent quality we
wanted the discs copied professionally, therefore, we used a commercial
company to do the copying and we
are delighted by the results. It is, of
course, impossible to do anything of a
commercial nature without a licence,
therefore, after enquiring of them,
Christian Copyright International provided us with the necessary permissions (for a fee!) so that the finished
product could be sold.
We went into full swing on advertising at the beginning of September;
placing small order forms on the
back of the 10:00 a.m. Mass sheets
and placing notices in the Parish
Newsletter. Posters were printed
and displayed at St Thomas’ and All
Saints’ parish office staff willingly
agreed to display a poster in their
church also, and to promote the cd

through their bulletin and sell it from
the Office.
Our final advertising task was to
get the finished disc reviewed independently. We approached Jonathan
Constable, St Thomas’s sound engineer and a lecturer in media technology who attends the 10 am Mass
and is an active parishioner, David
Underwood, and worship leader in All
Saints Music Ministry, Stella Redburn.
Each listened to our finished disc and
wrote up their opinion. They all liked
it (no arm twisting, we promise!) and
said so most eloquently. We are
most grateful to them.
We are proud of our first cd, its content, its quality and its wide appeal.
If you like contemporary, accessible
music you will most likely enjoy this
just for the way it sounds. If you like a
little added inspiration to meditate on
the richness of God’s love and mercy
we think these songs give it. We hope
you will consider buying one, (maybe
several, because they make unique
Christmas presents). You would be
supporting our continuing ministry,
encouraging enterprise and affirming a Music Group that considers it a
privilege to serve this vibrant parish.

songs for our website.
We started by sounding out
everyone in the Group as we always
do with new projects. This would
take months of preparation and
unknown extra hours of work, so
everybody had to be enthusiastic,
committed and prepared to give up
their August break to carry on with
rehearsal and recording throughout
the summer.
Once we had all fixed up our diaries
and cancelled the cruises, we set
to work compiling the list of tracks.
Democracy prevailing as usual, we
started with discussion of a theme
and were all agreed that our strength
lies in reflective, prayerful music with
the minimum of gimmicks and distractions. That sorted, each of us
compiled a list of suitable songs; we
then selected those that appeared
most often on the individual lists.
The final selection would provide 30
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